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When it comes to damages, most patent holders hope to recover a reasonable royalty or maybe even their own lost profits. However, design patents hold out the prospect of another remedy, one utility patent holders can only dream of: a recovery of the total profits made by the infringer.

Although design patents share many provisions of the patent statute with utility patents, they do not share all provisions. One provision that sets these two types of patents apart is 35 U.S.C. § 289, which provides for the recovery of an infringer’s total profits for design patent infringement.

After a short historical review of the law permitting an award of an infringer’s profits in design cases, this article discusses the conditions for such a remedy to be awarded. This article also addresses the relationship between § 289 and other remedy provisions, such as double recovery, enhanced damages, and marking.

At this point, however, a few general comments about design patents are noteworthy. Unlike utility patents, design patents cover new, original, and ornamental designs of articles of manufacture. Design patents, thus, complement, but do not replace, utility patents in litigation and offer several practical advantages in litigation involving articles of manufacture.

First, both a design patent and a utility patent that cover the same product can be asserted in litigation. By protecting the ornamental aspect of a design, design patents provide a different scope of protection than utility patents. Just like having utility patent claims of varying scope is advantageous, having both a design patent and a utility patent may be advantageous because a prior art reference that invalidates a utility patent might not invalidate the design patent and vice versa. Similarly, a noninfringement defense that may succeed against the utility patent might not succeed against the design patent and vice versa.

Second, in cases where an accused infringer literally copied the patented product, a design patent may be especially useful. A prime example of this may be in litigation involving replacement parts. In such cases, the extent of the copying may be even more readily apparent in the design patent infringement analysis than in the utility patent infringement analysis, assuming the design includes more visible product features than are claimed in the utility patent.

Third, design patents are typically obtained very quickly in comparison to utility patents. While the average utility patent now takes approximately three years to obtain after filing, the average design patent takes only a year and a half to obtain. As a consequence, it may be possible to obtain a design patent that can be asserted in litigation against a copycat product years before a corresponding utility patent on the same product is available.

With these points in mind, we turn briefly to a recap of the history of the law permitting an award of an infringer’s profits in design patent cases.

A Brief History: Infringer’s Profits as Damages for Design Patent Infringement

At the inception of design patent law in 1842, the same standards for damages were applied to infringement of both utility and design patents. However, a rule requiring “apportionment” made it difficult for design patent owners to show that the article sold by the infringer derived its entire value from the illicit use of the owner’s design as opposed to the value of the underlying article. Thus, design patent owners often were unable to recover more than a nominal sum from an infringer. A key case illustrating this problem was Dobson v. Dornan. In Dobson, the Court found infringement of a patented design for a carpet but awarded damages of only six cents on the basis that the patentee could not adequately show that the value of the infringing carpets was attributable to the patented design.

Partially in response to Dobson, Congress passed the Patent Act of 1887. The 1887 Act removed the need to apportion damages and provided that the infringer should be liable for the total profit made by him from the manufacture or sale of any article to which the design had been applied, with a minimum liability of $250.

While $250 might seem to be a nominal sum at first glance, using the Consumer Price Index as a guide, $250 in 1887 would be worth about $5,900 today. Accordingly, at the time the 1887 Act was drafted, Congress thought even one instance of design patent infringement was a serious matter.

Although Congress abolished the recovery of infringer profits for infringement of utility patents in 1946, an infringer’s total profits remained...
The design patent owner has a significant additional remedy not available to the utility patent owner.

an available remedy for infringement of design patents. The Patent Act of 1887 was later codified in § 289, which remains in force today.

Seeking “Total Profits” of an Infringer Today

Section 289, appropriately entitled “Additional remedy for infringement of design patent,” states in its entirety (emphasis added):

Whoever during the term of a patent for a design, without license of the owner, (1) applies the patented design, or any colorable imitation thereof, to any article of manufacture for the purpose of sale, or (2) sells or exposes for sale any article of manufacture to which such design or colorable imitation has been applied shall be liable to the owner to the extent of his total profit, but not less than $250, recoverable in any United States district court having jurisdiction of the parties.

Nothing in this section shall prevent, lessen, or impeach any other remedy which an owner of an infringed patent has under the provisions of this title, but he shall not twice recover the profit made from the infringement.

The design patent owner, therefore, has a significant additional remedy not available to the owner of a utility patent. If infringement is found, the design patent owner can choose to recover the infringer’s profits under § 289 or seek traditional patent remedies under 35 U.S.C. § 284.

Consider a typical case where a patentee invests years of effort and significant capital to develop a product. This substantial development cost ultimately comes out of the patentee’s profits and results in smaller profit margins. An infringer who copies key features of the patented product is obviously not burdened with the same development costs as the patentee. Consequently, an infringer may enter the market with a lower-priced product and still make a higher profit than the patentee. Under § 284, the utility patent owner can recover at least a reasonable royalty, and perhaps his lost profits. Frequently, however, these traditional remedies will not capture all of the infringer’s profits. A brief consideration of the traditional remedies shows why this is so.

A reasonable royalty analysis usually involves a hypothetical negotiation between the patent holder and the infringer. As expressly provided in factor 15 of the famous Georgia Pacific case, the resulting royalty rate typically allows the infringer to make a reasonable profit. In other words, a reasonable royalty analysis allows an infringer to keep a portion of his ill-gotten profit, a fact that strikes some patentees as fundamentally unjust.

A lost-profits analysis may be similarly unsatisfying. Under a lost-profits analysis, it is the patentee’s lost profits that can be claimed and not the infringer’s potentially higher profit. While the patentee’s award under a traditional lost-profits analysis may be bolstered, for example, by showing price erosion due to the patentee entering the market, the reality is that many factors affect the market price and it may not be easy to prove that a drop in the market price is entirely attributable to the accused infringer. Section 289 thus offers a comparatively straightforward and potentially more gratifying third option for the owner of a design patent by forcing the infringer to disgorge all of his profits without consideration of the different factors that contributed to that profit.

In Catalina Lighting, Inc. v. Lamps Plus, Inc., the sale of a lamp infringed both a utility patent and a design patent. At the district court, the patentee received a reasonable royalty under § 284 of $10 per lamp, totaling $660,000, and infringer profits under § 289 of $767,492. Although the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit prohibited the reasonable royalty award based on an improper double recovery, the court did not find fault with the damage calculation behind the reasonable royalty and the infringer profits. Thus, in this example, the infringer profits were greater than the reasonable royalty.

An interesting question to consider is how the minimum $250 liability would be applied against an infringer today. Specifically, is $250 the minimum liability for the totality of the infringement or is $250 the minimum liability for each infringing article sold? At least one court, prior to the codification of § 289, opined that the answer is to apply $250 to the totality of the infringement. However, considering that the $500 penalty for false marking under 35 U.S.C. § 292 was recently applied on a per article basis, it is possible that the $250 liability also might be applied per article.

Limitations on § 289 and Other Considerations

Like § 284, § 289 does not provide the design patent owner with unbounded freedom to seek damages from the infringer. While the body of case law is relatively small, the courts have imposed some limits on § 289.

When only a design patent is at issue, a patentee may not recover both infringer profits and additional damages under § 284. Additionally, as discussed in Catalina, when the sale of a product infringes both a utility and a design patent, and the total profits awarded under § 289 are equal to or greater than a reasonable royalty, the patentee is not entitled to further recover under § 284.

A patentee may recover the total profits made by the infringer from the
manufacture or sale of the actual article bearing the design. Thus, the patentee can only recover the profits from sales of any infringing article itself, and not from an article sold with aid from the infringing article. For example, the sales of sunglasses from an infringing display case were not taken into account when calculating the infringer’s total profits. However, such sales could be relevant in determining the amount of a reasonable royalty.

Once it is determined that the sales are for the infringing article itself, the patentee must then determine how to calculate the infringer’s total profits. The total profits are equal to the dollar amount the infringer generated from sales of the infringing article minus the costs associated with the sales. As with the calculation of lost profits under § 284, there are many different accounting methods used to determine the total profits under § 289.

For example, one issue that a patentee and accused infringer have disagreed on is whether the total profits should be pre-tax or post-tax profits. However, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has held that disgorgeement of the infringer’s profits includes any tax refund the accused infringer might receive, and thus found that an award refund the accused infringer might receive the infringer's profits includes any tax
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As with the calculation of lost profits costs associated with the sales.19

Another important consideration in electing which basis of damages to pursue is the fact that § 284 allows the recovery of enhanced damages whereby damages may be increased up to three times. Thus, § 284 offers a formidable remedy to patent owners. Unlike § 284, § 289 has no provision for enhanced damages. Accordingly, when a patentee chooses to recover under § 289, the court will not increase damages.24 Thus, when the patent holder believes that it has a strong case of willful infringement, the patent holder should consider whether to seek damages under § 284 in order to preserve the ability to receive increased damages.

Additionally, the marking requirement and its limitations on damage awards apply both to recovery of the infringer’s profit under § 289 and to recovery of damages, however measured, under § 284.25 Accordingly, as with utility patents, a design patentee should consistently mark substantially all articles to which the design is applied in order to comply with the marking statute.

Conclusion

A design patent owner has the option of seeking an infringer’s total profits under § 289, an option not available to the owner of a utility patent. This option provides the design patent owner with increased flexibility in presenting its damages case and holds the prospect of obtaining greater damages awards. However, § 289 does impose some trade-offs and a patentee seeking total profits under § 289 cannot receive enhanced damages or recover twice for the same act of infringement.
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